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ABSTRACT 
Recently the idea of controllability has been used to generalize Lyapunov’s 
theorem and the main inertia theorem. Corresponding results are established in this 
paper for a large class of linear transformations on the space of nX n Hermitian 
matrices. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We denote by C” the space of n-tuple complex row vectors, and by C”,” 
the space of n X n complex matrices. The set of Hermitian matrices in C”,” 
will be denoted by X,; the letters G, H, and K will be used consistently to 
denote Hermitian matrices. 
Given A E C”,“, the inertia of A is the integer triple In A = 
(~(A),v(A),G (A)), where a(A), v(A), 6 (A) are, respectively, the numbers 
of characteristic roots of A with positive, negative, and zero real parts 
[r(A) + v(A) + 6 (A) = n]. 
Two classical results in inertia theory are due to Sylvester and Lyapunov. 
SYLVESTER'S THEOREM. If A E C”~” is nonsingular and H E X, , then 
InH=InAHA*. 
LYAPUNOV'S THEOREM. If A EC”,“, then there exists H E ‘&, H >0 
(positive definite), for which AH+ HA* >O, iff InA = (n,O,O). 
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These results were generalized by Ostrowski and Schneider [ 11, Theorem 
1 and Corollary 31 and Taussky [13] to what we call the 
MAIN INERTIA THEOREM. 
1. Given A EC”.“, there exists H E X, for which AH + HA* > 0 iff 
s(A)=O. 
2. Given A EC”,” and HE%,,, ifAH+HA*>O, then InA= InH. 
Given A1,...,ASECn, and GE%,, let &=(A,,...,A,)EC”,“. We de- 
fine T,,. : %, -+&, by 
T,,.(H)= i giAfHA~=@(G@H)6?*. 
i,f=l 
Every linear transformation on X, is of this form for some (g = 
(A l,...,A,), G) PI. 
We say that A,, . , . , A, are quasicommutative if each A i commutes with 
each A,A k - A,A,., i, i, k = 1,. . . , s. Quasicommutative A,, . . . ,A, are simulta- 
neously triangulable [7, 81; this allows us to establish a natural simultaneous 
ordering for the characteristic roots of the Ai. We will denote by A?), . . . ,A$ 
the characteristic roots of Ai, i = 1,. . . , s. The characteristic roots of Ta,G are 
then known to be 
cpkl(@,G)= 9 &iAt’Xji’ , k,l=l,..., n. 
i,i=l 
For quasicommutative A,, . . . , A, E C”,” and G E KS, we define the inertia of 
(@,G) to be the ordinary inertia of the real diagonal matrix D,,, whose 
diagonal entries are 
tpkk(@,G)= i g&)~, k=l,...,n. 
i,j=l 
Given quasi-commutative A,, . . . , A,, Hill [8] has obtained results 
analogous to Lyapunov’s theorem and the first part of the main inertia 
theorem, and shown that the result analogous to the second part of the main 
inertia theorem holds only when r(G) < 1 and Y (G) < 1. 
We next discuss controllability and its application in generalizing the 
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main inertia theorem. Given A,B EC”,“, the controllability matrix of (A,B) 
is 
C(A,B)=(B,AB,A’B ,..., A”-‘B)EW”~. 
We define the (row) controllability subspace of (A,B) to be 
It is easy to show that CS(A,B) is the maximal A-invariant subspace of C” 
contained in N(B), the null space of B. We say that (A,B) is controllable if 
CS(A, B) = {0}-equivalently, if p (C (A, B )) = n, where p(A) is the rank of 
A. 
Snyders and Zakai [12], Chen [4], and Wimmer [14] have shown that, in 
Lyapunov’s theorem and in the main inertia theorem, we may replace 
“AH+ HA* >O” by “K=AH+ZiA* >O (positive semidefinite) and (A,K) 
controllable”. (See also Carlson and Loewy [2].) 
We will generalize the notion of controllability, and use this to extend 
these results to Hill’s setting. In Sec. 2 we give necessary and sufficient 
conditions for S (W,G)=O, g eneralizing the first part of the main inertia 
theorem, and for T( @, G) = n, generalizing the Lyapunov theorem. In Sec. 3 
we give several theorems involving comparisons of InH and In( @ , G). 
Results correcting those claimed in [5], in the special case that A, = I, 
A,=A,..., As=AS-i for some AEC”,~, will be dealt with in a separate 
paper [Il. 
2. GENERALIZED CONTROLLABILITY AND 
EXISTENCE CRITF,RIA 
Given A,, . . . ,A,, B EC”,“, we define the controllability subspace CS 
(@, B) or CS(A i, . . . ,A,; B) of (a, B) to be the maximal subspace of C” which 
is contained in N(B) and is A,-invariant, i = 1,. . . , s. It is easy to see that 
=Oforalll< ji ,..., j,<s,O<<i ,.,., Ic,<n--l}. 
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We say that (@,B) or (A ,,...,A,;B) is controllable if CS(@,B)={O}. 
Clearly CS(@,B)cCS(A,,B) for all i= 1 , . . . , s, so that if (Ai, B) is control- 
lable for any i=l,..., s, so is (@,B); that the converse is not true is easy. In 
fact, we may have (@, B) controllable with (A,,B) controllable for no 
i=l , . . . ,n. More can be said; if Bi = pj(A,, . . .,A,) for some polynomial pi, 
i=l,..., t, then CS(@,B) cCS(B l,a..,B,;B). We have equality if the pi are 
all linear, i.e., if B! = 2: = 1 pijAi, j = 1,. . . , t, and the rank of P = ( p,J is s. 
We shall also use the following three lemmas. 
LEMMA 1. If A,, . . . ,A,, B EC”,“, with A, nonsingular, then 
CS(A,, . . . , A,;B)CCS(A,‘A,,...,A,‘A,_,;A;‘B). 
Proof. Let A EC”‘“, and let S be an A-invariant subspace. If A is 
nonsingular, then SA = S, implying that S is also A -l-invariant. If also 
ScN(B), then S(A-lB)=(SA-‘)B=SB=O, i.e., S CN(A-‘B). It follows 
easily that 
CS(A,, . . . , A,;B)CCS(A,-‘A,,...,A;lA,_,,I;A,’B) 
=CS(A;‘A,,...,A;‘A,_,;A-‘B). n 
LEMMA 2. Zf A,, . . . , A,, B, C EC”,“, with C nonsingular, then 
CS(C-‘A&..., C-‘A,C;C-‘BC)=CS(A,,...,A,;B)C. 
Proof It follows from our characterization of CS(A,,. ..,A,;B) as the 
intersection of the null spaces of all Aif>* . * Ai:B that xE CS 
(C-‘A,C,..., C-‘A,C;C-‘BC)iff xc-‘ECS(A,,...,A,;B). n 
LEMMA 3. Gioen A, ,..., A,EC”*” and K E&,, K >O, if (&,K) is 
controllable, then xKx* >O for any common characteristic vector x of 
A 1 ,..., A,. Zf A, ,..., A, are simultaneously triangulable, then the converse is 
also true. 
Proof. Suppose that (@ , K) is controllable. If x is a common characteris- 
tic vector for A 1,. . . ,A,, the subspace spanned by x is A,-invariant for all 
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i= 1 , . . . , s. Since (@ , K) is controllable, we must have XK # 0. As K > 0, this 
implies that xl&* > 0. 
Suppose now that A,,. . . , A, are simultaneously triangulable. As CS 
L$, K) i_s A,-invariant for every i = 1,. . . , s, we may consider the restrictions 
r,. . . ,As of the Ai to CS(@,K). It follows from [lo, Theorem 11 (see also [7]) 
that A i, . . . , A, are also simultaneously triangulable. If CS( @, K ) # (0)) then 
the simultaneously triangulable A,, . . . , A, must have a common characteristic 
vectorxECS(@,K)cN(K),i.e.,xKx*=O. n 
Our first theorem includes Theorem 3 of Hill [8], and generalizes 
Theorem 1 of Chen [7] and part of Theorem 2 of Wimmer [14]. 
THEOREM 1. Let A,, . . . ,A, E CP”, quasicommutative, and G E X,. 
Then the following are equivalent: 
there exists H E X,, for which K = T, G (H) > 0 
and (@, K ) is controllable, (1) 
there exists H E X,, for which K = T,,, (H ) > 0 
and (A,,K) is controllable for all i=l,...,s, (2) 
there exists H E X,, for which T@, G (H ) > 0, (3) 
S(@,G)=O. (4) 
Proof. That (3)~(4) is Hill’s Theorem 3. That (3)*(2)+(l) is obvious. 
Assume (1). Since A,,..., A, are quasicommutative, by [6, Theorem 21 we 
have that, for each distinct s-tuple (hi’), . . . , Af)) of corresponding characteris- 
tic roots of A,, . . . ,A,, i.e., for each k = 1,. . . , n, there exists a common 
characteristic vector x. Now 
By Lemma 3, xKx* > 0; hence C&= 1 g&@#O, k = 1,. . .‘, n. We must have 
6(@,G)=O, i.e., (4). n 
Our next theorem generalizes a special case of Corollary 4.1 of Snyders 
and Zakai [12], re-proved by Wimmer [14], and includes Theorem 4 of Hill 
PI. 
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THEOREM 2. Let A,, . . ,A, E C”,“, quasicommutative, and G E ‘xx,. 
Then the following are equivalent: 
there exists a postive definite H E :X, for which 
K = T,,, (H ) > 0, and ( & , K ) controllable, (5) 
there exists a positive definite H E ‘X,, for which 
K = T, G (H ) > 0, and (Ai, K ) controllable for i = I,. . (, s, (6) 




Proof. That (7) M (8) is Hill’s Theorem 4. That (7) * (6)=+(5) is im- 
mediate. Assume (5). As in the proof of Theorem 1, we have, for each 
distinct s-tuple (hj’), . . . , Af)) of corresponding characteristic roots of 
A 1,, . , ,A, a common characteristic vector x for which 
xKx* = i .&@ xHx*>O. i,i= 1 1 
Since by hypothesis H > 0, we have rHx* > 0; hence Cs i= ,g&~)$ > 0, 
k=l,..., n. We must have r( @ ,G) = n, i.e., (8). n 
3. GENERALIZED CONTROLLABILITY AND 
INERTIAL COMPARISONS 
Chen has generalized the second part of the main inertia theorem by 
showing [4, Theorem 31 that if K = AH + HA* 2 0 and (A, K) is controllable, 
then InA = In H. 
Hill has proved [8, Theorem 51 that if r(G) < 1 and v(G) < 1, then, for 
quasicommutative A i, . . . , A, E C”, ” and H E %,, , In H = In(@, G) whenever 
T,,,(H) > 0. On the other hand, he has shown by example that if T(G) > 1 
or v(G) > 1, then there exist A,, . . . ,A, E C’s”, commuting in pairs, and 
HEX,,, with T,,,(H)>O, yet InHZIn(&,G). 
This has settled the question of inertial comparisons under T&H) > 0. 
We next consider the role of controllability in inertial comparisons under the 
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condition K = T@,, (H) > 0. F rom the above, it is sufficient to consider the 
cases for which V(G) < 1, Y(G) < 1. 
LEMMA 4. Given quasicommutative A,, . . . ,A, EC”, G E KS, H E ‘Jc,, 
with T,,JH)>O. If n(G)<l, v(G)<l, and 6(@,G)=O, then InH<In 
(@,G), i.e., a(H) < r(@,G), y(H) < v(@,G). Moreover, H is nonsingular iff 
InH=In(@,G). 
Proof. By Propostion 2.1 of [8], there exists H, for which K, = Te,JH1) 
>0 and InH, =In (a ,G). For 0< t< 1, let H,=(l- t)H+ tH,; then K, 
= (l- t)K + tK, = T,,,(H,) >O. By Theorem 5 of [8], we have InH,= In 
(8, G) for all t > 0; it follows that In H < In (&, G). The second statement 
follows immediately. n 
We next consider the case T(G) = 1, Y(G) = 0. First, let G = (1). Given 
A EC”,“, we have K = T,, G (H) = AHA* for H E ‘%,, . It is easy to see that 
s(A,l)=O, 
A is nonsingular, and 
TA.l is nonsingular on X, 
are equivalent. 
If A and H are nonsingular, so is K, and (A,K) is controllable. Thus, 
given K > 0 and 6 (A, 1) = 0, H nonsingular [equivalently, In H = In (A, l)] 
implies that (A, K) is controllable. The converse is false; take 
A=(; ;), H=(:, ;), K=(; ;). 
Here K > 0 and (A, K) is controllable, yet H is singular, and 
InH=(1,0,1)#(2,0,O)=In(A,1). 
THEOREM 3. Let A,,\. . ,A, EC”,“, quasicommutative, G E X,, with 
n(G)=l,v(G)=O,andHE~,.lfK=T~,,(H)>Oand6(~,G)=O,thenH 
nonsingular [equivalently, In H = In( @, G)] implies that (62, K) is controllu- 
ble, but not conversely. 
Proof. Let G= Udiag (~‘,0,...,0) U*, with V=(uii)ECn,“, unitary, and 
E > 0. It is easily verified that 
K=T,,,(H)=CHC*, 
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where C = ex,S= 1 uilAi. Let the characteristic roots of C be pk3 k = I,. . . , n2; it 
follows that 
c giXf)@=pkfik, k=l,..., n. 
i,i=l 
Suppose K > 0 and 6 ( @ , G) = S (C, 1) = 0. Then H nonsingular implies that 
(C, K) is controllable. But by the difinition of C, 
CS(wq CCS(W), 
i.e., we have (a, K) controllable. We have already shown the converse false. 
n 
A similar result holds when r(G)=0 and y(G)=l. 
We must consider the case a(G) = u(G) = 1. We begin by dealing with 
the special case @ = (A, B), A, B EC”“, and G, = E,, + E,, E x2. 
THEOREM 4. Given A, B EC”*“, quasicommutative, and H E %,, , let 
K = T,,,,(H)=AHB* + BHA’. 
(4 If T&C, is nonsingular, or if K > 0 and ( W , K) is controllable, then 
A and B are nonsingular. 
(b) If B is nonsingular, K > 0, and (AB -I, K) is controllable, then H is 
nonsingular and In H =In(&,G). 
(c) If TE,c, is nonsingular and K > 0, then the following are equivalent: 
(i) (AB - ‘, K) is controllable, 
(ii) H is nonsingular, 
(iii) InH=In(@,G,). 
Proof. Let A and B have characteristic roots X,, . . . ,A,, pcL1.. .  ,p,,, respec- 
tively. By definition, Ta,.I has characteristic roots (P~,~ =hkE_il + &j;l, k, 1 
=1 , . . . , n, and 
where De,ol=diag(cp,,,..., cp,,). If Ta,G, is nonsingular, or if K > 0 and 
(@, K) is controllable, so that 6 (@, G,) = 0 by Theorem 1, then Re (&&.) Z 0, 
k=l ,..., n.ThusXk#Oand~k#O, k=l,,.,, n,andAandBarenonsingular. 
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Now suppose B is nonsingular, K > 0, and (AB -',K) is controllable. Let 
L=B-‘KB-‘*, L=(B-‘A)H+H(B-‘A)*. Now by Lemma 2, 
so that (I3 -‘A, L) is controllable. Clearly L > 0 iff K > 0. By Theorems 2 and 
3 of [4] (or Lemma 3 of [2], together with our Lemma 4), H is nonsingular, 
and 
InH=In(B-‘A)=In[diag( pL’&)] 
= In[ diag( &Lkh,J] = In( W , G,). 
Finally, suppose T,, 6, is nonsingular and K > 0. The final statement of 
the theorem follows by an argument similar to the above, applied to 
Theorem 1 of [2]. n 
By Lemma 1, whenever B is nonsingular, 
CS(A,B;K)cCS(B-‘A;B-‘K)=CS(AB-‘;K), 
so that (A, B; K) is controllable whenever (AB - ‘, K) is controllable. The 
converse is not true; in fact, (2) in Theorem 4 is false if “(AB - ‘, K) is 
controllable” is replaced by “( @, K) is controllable”. A counterexample is 
provided by a slight modification of the example preceding Theorem 3. Take 
A = B = G, = El, + E,, E C2v2, and H=E,,E%,. Then K=2AHA*=2 E,, 
> 0, and (A, B, K ) is controllable, while CS(AB - ’ = I, L) = N(L) # { 0} . Also, 
InH=(1,0,1)#In(@,Gl)=(2,0,0). 
We now extend Theorem 4 to arbitrary T,,. with r(G)= v(G)= 1. 
THEOREM 5. Given A,, . , . ,A, EC",", quasicommutative, G E ‘.& , with 
n(G)=v(G)=l, and HEX,, let U=(U~,)EC~~~ be unitary, so that G 
= U(E,,+ E&U*, and let % =(B,,B,), where 
B, = 2 uikAi, k= 1,2. 
i=l 
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Let K = T,,,(H). Then 
(a) If T@,G is nonsingular, or if K > 0 and (3 , K) is controllable, then 
B, and B, are nonsingular. 
(b) Zf B, is nonsingular, K > 0, and (B, B,- ‘; K) is controlhzble, then H 
is nonsingular and In H = In ( W , G). 
(4 Zf T&S is nonsingular a:ad K > 0, then the following are equivalent: 
(i) (BIB,‘; K) is controllable, 
(ii) H is nonsingular, 
(iii) InH=In(@,G). 
Proof. It is a simple verification that K = T,,, (H) = T3,c, (H), where 
G, = Z&a + Ezl E ‘3&. The theorem is now a direct corollary of Theorem 4. n 
We see by (c), in the case where T,,, is nonsingular, and by the example 
given after Theorem 4, that the condition “(BIB”; K) controllable” cannot 
be relaxed to “( $?I ; K) controllable” in (b). That “( ?i3 ; K) controllable” 
cannot be relaxed to “( @ ; K) controllable” in (a) can be seen by the example 
which follows. Let G = E,, + E,, E ‘Jc,, so that U = 1. Then choose, in C2z2, 
A,=B,=Z, A,=B,=Z, A,=E,,, and H=Ez2~3C2. We have K=2H>O, 
and (@ ; K ) controllable, yet CS( %I ; K) = N(H) # {O}. 
We next consider the other “obvious” special case under r(G) = v(G) 
=l; let & =(A,B), and G,=E,,-Ez2E%,. 
COROLLARY. Given A, B EC”*“, quasicommutative, G, = E,, - Ezz E 
?&,andHEX,,letK=TeJH)=AHA*-BHB*. 
(a) Zf T&C, is nonsingular, or if K > 0 and (@, K) is controllable, then 
A + B and A - B are nonsingular. 
(b) Zf A + B is nonsingular, K 20, and ((A-B)(A+B)-‘;K) is 
controllable, then H is nonsingular and In H = In(&) G,). 
Proof. In the context of Theorem 5 we have 
B,=(l/v/2) (A-B), and B, = (l/a ) (A + B). We may clearly suppress 
the (l/V/2 ) factors in B, and B, without affecting the controllability, 
nonsingularity, and inertial statements of the result. n 
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